
 

 
 Purpose: Map Skills combines reading and mathematical skills and helps build spatial sense and visual literacy!           

 

 

 

 

  

Remember, you will have covered some of this knowledge in your study of:  

Key Stage 2- Locating countries and cities of the UK and identifying physical and 
human characteristics. Building upon Map Skills. 

Knowledge    
I know… ..the countries of the British Isles and nations of the UK    
I know… ..some examples of physical features in the UK e.g. rivers    
I know… ..some examples of human features in the UK e.g. population    
I know… ..how to draw a population pyramid (Skill)     
I know… ..the distribution of urban and rural areas in the UK     
I know… ..how to describe patterns and trends     
I know… ..how to identify latitude and longitude (Skill)     
I know… ..how to construct a choropleth map (Skill)     
I know… ..how to use a key to identify map symbols (Skill)     
I know… ..how to give a 4 and 6 figure grid reference (Skill)    
I know… ..how to calculate distance and use scale on a map (Skill)    
I know… ..how to use an 8 point compass to give a direction (Skill)     
I know… ..that contour lines show height on a map (Skill)     

Vocabulary Definitions 
British Isles The islands of Great Britain, Ireland 

and over six thousand smaller isles. 
United Kingdom  England, Scotland, Wales and 

Northern Ireland.  
Physical Geography This is about what the natural world 

is like. E.g. Rivers, Coasts, Mountains 
Human Geography This is about how human activity 

affects or is influenced by the earth’s 
surface. E.g. Urbanisation 

Relief Height in metres above sea level. 
 

Contour Line 
 

A line on a map joining points of 
equal height above or below sea level 

Demographics Statistical data relating to the 
population and particular groups 
within it.  

Population Pyramid A graph that shows the age and sex 
of a population 

Urban  An area that is built up e.g. city 
 

Rural  An area such as countryside  
 

Learning Journey: Y7 Introduction to the UK and Map Skills  



 
 

          

Purpose: Develop an understanding of human geography relating to population, urbanisation, development and the economy of the UK.  

 

 

 

  

Remember, you will have covered some of this knowledge in your study 
of:  

Key Stage 2 Curriculum- building on knowledge of UK geography and the 
location of places. 

Knowledge    
I know… ..the characteristics of the UK’s population     
I know… ..an example of a diverse area in London    
I know… ..the usefulness of population data (Skill)    
I know… ..the advantages/disadvantages of an ageing population    
I know… .. the impacts of migration in the UK     
I know… ..the different sectors of the economy     
I know… .. an example of an urban area within the UK     
I know… ..the characteristics of rural areas within the UK     
I know… ..how developments in technology and communication 

can benefit the UK workforce 
   

I know… ..how we use our leisure and recreation time in the UK    
I know… ..how the influence of sport in the UK is spread around 

the world 
   

Vocabulary Definitions 
Projected  Predicted or estimated based on what is already 

known 
Persecution  Treating people badly because of their beliefs or 

race 
Descendants Relatives born after someone, such as children 

and grandchildren 
Migration Moving to live somewhere else, either 

permanently if for a short period of time 
Diverse Having a variety 
Economic 
Migrant 

Someone who chooses to apply to move to a 
country for work 

Refugee A person is granted permission to remain in the 
country, they are given refugee status 

Asylum Seeker  Someone forced to seek safety in another 
country due to war/persecution 

Ethnic group 
 

A group of people that share the same culture, 
language, religion or traditions 

Ageing 
Population  

A shift in the distribution of a country’s 
population towards older ages. 

Migration The movement of people from one place to 
another 

Urban A built up area such as a town or city 
Rural Countryside 

Learning Journey: Y7 The People of the UK 



 

 
 

          

Purpose: To develop understanding of how human and physical processes interact to influence and change landscapes and the environment 

 

 

 

Remember, you will have covered some of this knowledge in your study of: 

Key Stage 2 Curriculum- learning about the distribution of natural resources. 
Learning about the location of the world’s countries.  

 

Knowledge    
I know… ..the human causes of climate change    
I know… .. the physical causes of climate change    
I know… .. the impacts of climate change    
I know… ..how to adapt to climate change    
I know… ..the to mitigate against climate change    
I know… ..how to analyse data about climate change (skill)    
I know… ..what sustainable tourism is.    
I know… ..why the wilderness is at threat.     
I know… ..what a conflict zone is.    
I know… ..the geography of conflict zones.    
I know… .. what the greenhouse gases are.    
I know… .. the benefits of sustainable tourism    
I know… .. the problems of unsustainable tourism    

Vocabulary Definitions 
Climate Change Changes in climate (temperature and 

rainfall) as a result of natural causes 
or human activity. 

Greenhouse Gases Gases such as carbon dioxide and 
methane, which absorb heat from 
Earth. 

Greenhouse Effect Warming of the lower atmosphere by 
heat released from the Earth. 

Global Warming The recent increase in global 
temperatures. 

Sustainable Actions that meet the needs of the 
present without reducing the ability 
of future generations to meet their 
needs. 

Wilderness A natural environment that has been 
largely undisturbed by human activity 

Unsustainable 
Tourism 

Tourism that is harmful to the 
environment and the lives of local 
people. 

Mass Tourism Many tourists in one place 
Sustainable Tourism Tourism that has a positive effect on 

the local environment, society and 
economy. 

Learning Journey: Y7 Global Issues 



 
 

Purpose: To develop an understanding of glaciation 

 

 

 

 

Remember, you will have covered some of this knowledge in your 
study of:  

Ordnance Survey Map Skills  

Knowledge    
I know… ..the location of mountains in the UK    
I know… ..the location of ice in the world    
I know… ..how glaciers form    
I know… ..how glaciers are a system of inputs, stores, flows and 

outputs 
   

I know… ..how glacial erosion leads to the formation of a Corrie    
I know… ..how glacial erosion leads to the formation of Arêtes and 

Pyramidal Peaks  
   

I know… ..how a glacial trough and hanging valley are formed    
I know… ..how a ribbon lake is formed    
I know… ..the different types of moraine     
I know… ..how to recognise glacial features on O.S maps (Skill)    

Vocabulary Definitions 
Relief Height of the land 
Ice Age Several cold periods taking place over a short period  
Glacier A slow moving mass of ice 
Accumulation When snow is added to the glacier 
Ablation When more melting is taking place 
Freeze Thaw A type of weathering where ice freezes in cracks, 

eventually breaking the rock down 
Abrasion A type of erosion where the rock frozen into the 

glacier scours the  valley sides and base 
Plucking Water at the bottom of a glacier freezes onto the rock 

at the base of the valley. As the glacier moves, the 
rock is pulled away 

Corrie An armchair shaped landform  
Tarn A lake that collects meltwater in the Corrie 
Arête Two Corrie’s back to back 
Pyramidal Peak Three or four Corrie’s back to back to form a single 

peak 
Glacial Trough A U shaped valley carved by a glacier 
Hanging Valley When two glaciers meet, the larger one will erode 

deeper. When the glacier melts it leaves one valley 
higher than the other 

Ribbon Lake Long, thin lakes found in glacial troughs 
Moraine Material that a glacier has deposited 

Learning Journey: Y7 Cold Environments 



 
 

 Purpose: To develop an understanding of development and the use of natural resources in the UK          

 

 

 

 

 

Remember, you will have covered some of this knowledge in your study 
of: 

The People of the UK, Global Issues   

Knowledge and Skills    
I know… ..reasons why people live in poverty in the UK     
I know… ..why some people have to rely upon food banks in the UK    
I know… ..the problems caused by water stress in the UK     
I know… ..what happens to our household waste in the UK     
I know… .. an example of an industry that tackles our waste in the UK     
I know… ..the causes and impacts of air pollution in the UK     
I know… …ways to tackle air pollution in the UK     
I know… .. how to interpret data about energy is production and 

consumption in the UK (Skill) 
   

I know… ..the impact of using non-renewable and renewable energy in 
the UK  

   

Vocabulary Definitions 
Poverty Unable to afford basic needs, such as food, 

housing, water and healthcare 
Food Security  When people do not have enough 

affordable and nutritious food to eat 
Malnourishment A lack of proper nutritious food caused by 

not eating the right things 
Undernourishment Not having enough food to eat 
Water Stress  When too much water is needed and there 

is not enough available 
Irrigation  Using channels or sprinklers to water crops  
Landfill  The dumping of waste in massive piles/ 

large holes before burying it with soil  
Carbon Dioxide  Colourless gas that forms when fossil fuels 

are burnt 
Nitrogen Dioxide  Reddish-brown gas common in air pollution  
Asthma An illness that makes it hard to breath 
Traffic Congestion Too many vehicles on the road  
Fossil Fuels  Non-Renewable energy sources e.g. coal, oil 

and natural gas 
Consumption  Using up a resource  
Energy Conservation  Taking steps to reduce the amount of 

energy used  
Non-Renewable  Sources that cannot be replaced once they 

are used  

Learning Journey: Y7 UK Challenges and Opportunities 



 
 

          

    Purpose: To develop an understanding of coastal environments.   

 

 

 

  

 

Remember, you will have covered some of this knowledge in 
your study of:  

Cold Environments- processes of erosion (earlier in Year 7)  

Knowledge    
I know… .. the location and characteristics of Coasts in 

the UK 
   

I know… ..the activities that take place along the coast    
I know… ..the processes of erosion     
I know… ..how waves form and the different types     
I know… .. the landforms associated with erosion     
I know… ..the landforms associated with deposition     
I know… .. ways in which coastlines can be managed     
I know… ..how to complete a field sketch accurately 

(Skill)  
   

Vocabulary Definitions 
Coastline The frontier between land and sea 
Erosion The wearing away of rock  
Hydraulic Action The sheer power of waves smashing into cliffs. Air 

becomes trapped in the cracks of the cliff and 
causes the rock to break apart 

Attrition Rocks knock against each other and wear away 
Abrasion  Material smashes into the cliff and is worn away, 

like a sandpaper effect  
Solution  Water dissolves certain types of rock 
Constructive wave  Associated with calm weather and are less 

powerful, with a strong swash and weak backwash 
Destructive wave  Created in storm conditions and are powerful 

waves 
Headland  A point of land jutting out into the sea 
Bay  An inlet of the sea  
Coastal Stack  A landform consisting of a steep and often vertical 

column of rock formed by erosion 
Deposition  Waves lose energy and drop material 
Hard Engineering Artificial structures which try to control natural 

processes 
Soft Engineering  The natural environment is used to help reduce 

coastal erosion  

Learning Journey: Y7 Coastal Landscapes 
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